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ANNOUNCEMENTS OF NEW RESULTS 
SgME^THggRE^ 
Jan Krajicek (5* kvetna 19, Praha 4, 140 00, Seskoslovensko)f 
oblatum 16.5. 1983. 
In 123i J. Myoielski introduced the lattice of multidi-
mensional local interpretability types of theories (for next 
shortly type) and he posed some problems (see also a joint ma-
nuscript [13 with A. Bhrenf euoht). By next three theorems we 
solved two of them. ITl denotes type of a theory T and -& deno-
tes ordering in the lattice. 
Theorem Is A type is meet-irreducible iff it contains a comp-
lete theory. 
Corollary of the proofs If S is a finitely axiomatizable end 
essentially undecidable theory and ft is its recursi-
vely axiomatizable extension then type IRl is not 
meet-irreducible. 
Theorem 2s for each two types tf s such#that s . £ t there ex-
ists „a meet-irreducible type t 2: t such that still 
s-tt • 
Corollarys For each type t which is, not maximal there exists 
a meet-irreducible type t ?t which is still not 
maximal. 
Theorem 3$ Bach type contains a theory with a finite language. 
Also some results about mutual multidimensional interpre-
tability of various theories ©f order are proved. Let us defi-
ne six theories in the language {«;--£$ (= is equality and in 
the following theories we assume implicitly the axioms of equ-
al! tyf x=-*y stands for x-iyvx • y)s 
POs Vx| Tx-ix + Vxfyfzf(x-?y&y~?z) —> x-?z + Vx.3yfx--?y 
PODsPO + Vx Vy rx3t ?-xfy J-t + Vx 3yfy-?x 
POSsPO +3jx Vy*xdy + Vx Vy f-xjz M Vt ̂ X|Z^y & (t3y -»zdlt) 
+ Vx Vy-*x3z-*x Vt-<x. ,y= .*z&(yrft *~>t-$z) 
LOsPO + V x f y t x . £ y vyr5xf LODsPOD + LOt LOSsPOS + LO 
In the following theorem •£., denotes f-dimensional interpreta-
bility and X denotes incomparability with respect to multidi-
mensional (I) interpretabllity. 
Theorem 4s (i) P0<L0fP0SfP0D (ii) L0<L0SfL0D 
(iii) POS< LOS (iv) P0S1 P0DfL0fL0D 
(v) LOS X P0DfL0D (vi) iLOl - !L0Si/\lL0D. 
(vii) for each theory TsLO^T —-> LO ^ T . 
References: CI3 A. Ehrenfeucht, J. Myoielskis Theorems and 
problems on the lattice of local interpreta-
bllity, manuscript 
[23 J. Myoielskis A lattice of interpretabllity 
types of theories, Journal of Symbolic Logic 
42, 1977 
;02§§J§K-M22.M^ 
Jan Krajlcek (5# kvStna 19, Praha 4, H O 00, Seskoslovensko), 
oblatum 16.5. 1983* 
In various set theories the Cantor s comprehension is re-
formulated (Quine s- HP) or replaced by a set of axioms (ZP,0B). 
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